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          COMMON QUARTERLY –SEPTEMBER-2016 

                          10 TH  STD  English – I –Paper 
1.Synonyms :                                                                               5 x 1 =5 

          1.irreverent         -   disrespectful 

          2.fanatic               -  extremist 

          3.harmony           -   agreement 

          4.absolutely        -  completely 
          5.obvious             -   clear 
2. Antonyms :                                                                             5 x 1 = 5 

                         1.  dispute               x   agreement 
                         2.  functioning        x  inoperative 
                         3. diminished         x  increase 
                         4.triumphantly       x  unsuccessfully 
                         5.bitter                    x   sweet 
Any  ten only                                                                          10 x 1 = 10 

3. BPT = Bachelor of Physiotheraphy 
4. b)Don’t lose your temper. 
5. porridge  = oat meal 
6. horsepower 
7. photo - photos 
8. Disbelief 
9. taken over =assumed charge 
10.  syllabification :  erad-ic-ate        =    3 syllable 
                                     Psy-cho-logy    =   3  syllable 
                                     Geo-graphy       =  2  syllable 
11. She is having  severe head ache .  
12. a) He is innocent. 
       b) I like his innocence. 
      c).He answered innocently.  
13. I laughed for the jokes. 
14.A lot of people attended the function. 

            Answer  all the questions                     10 x 1 = 10      

15. c)I would teach him.  
16. Respond immediately ans : VA . 
17. a) Will I ? 
18. Tamil is one of the oldest languages. 
19.c) There was not much water in the well. 
20. b)with reference to 

21.c) You are expected to join the within a week. 
22.a) She has a passion for painting. 
23. b) Mom plays  the   piano. 
24. The road is filled with rubbles. 
  Rewriting as directed                                            5 x 2 = 10   

25.Be polite to everyone and you will be loved by all.   
26. Mangoes are bought by her in the village  
       and they  are sold in the market. 
27. The Headmaster said to  
        the students  ," Tomorrow is a holiday " 
28. If you read the English newspaper everyday,  
                          you can enrich your vocabulary.. 
29. The auditorium is the lengthiest of all the rooms. 
PUNCTUATION                                                                            5 marks 

30. " Certainly you don't want a beggar to look happy, 
do you? ." 
QUESTION  AND  ANSWER                                                    5 x 2 =10 

31. A large number of people will migrate. 
32. Students attitude towards the government should be  
        loyal acceptance without protest. 
33. Yes music is different and opposite to entertainment. 
34. Hughie treated the model as a real beggar. 
35. After completion of the education. 

36. Model millionaires are very generous and kind.but 

millionaire models are not so noble.. 

37.Karl Paulnack’s choice is to be a musician. but his 

parents  wished to be a doctor or chemist. 
 Paragraph                                                                  1 x 5 = 5 
38. a)  importance of character in life. 
       b)  Art is a part of survival. 
       c)  Hughie . 
Memory poem                                                            5 x 1 = 5 

39.) A )   But once within the wood, we paused  
               Like gnomes that hid us from the moon,  
               Ready to run to hiding new  
               With laughter when she found us soon.  
               Each laid on the other a staying hand   
B)  If you can dream and not make dreams  
                                                                        your master;  
If you can think and not make thoughts your aim;  
If you can meet with triumph and disaster;  
And treat those two impostors just the same;  
If you can force your heart, and nerve, and sinew  
Appreciation questions                                                      5 x 1 = 5. 
40) The crack lets the water in. 
41) . An adult. 
42) boughs means branches. 
43) When we are patient. 
44) An aching generosity is the desire to help others.  
      Poetic device                                                                    5 x 1 = 5 
45) Rhyming scheme : a b c b 
46) Alliteration: meet , moon. 
47) Metaphor 
48) eyes – prize. 
49) Onomatopoeia. 
50) Paragraph questions :                                                    1 x 5 =5 
 a) The beautiful inside    –  Paul Homes 
 b) Going for water           – Robert Frost 
 c) Manliness                      – Rudyard Kipling 
    Comprehension                                                         5 x 2 = 10 
51) a)  iii) special. 
       b) Silk is called as “ the queen of textiles “. 
       c) silk is feather light weight and  
            exquisitely woven with vibrant colours. 
      d) Chemically silk  is a fluid protein secreted  
            by caterpillars.    
      e) Four types. 
    Rectifying the  errors                                                  5 x 1 = 5 

52) a) Besides a race bike, he has a sports car. 
       b) These letters or this letter will reveal the truth. 
       c) He studies hard for the exam. 
      d) She did not know the answer. 
       e) He has a golden watch. 
  Picture comprehension                                 5 x 1 = 5 
53) a) Army men or soldiers. 
      b)  They are planting plants. 
      c)  Trees provide air and shelter . 
      d) Planting tree . 
      e) Plant trees and save earth. 
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